Atos Syntel’s Regulatory Reporting
Solution for Financial Companies
Good data management and robust reporting systems and controls help
financial organizations achieve a better view of their company. Incomplete
and inaccurate data combined with a lack of integrated reporting meant that
risk was not being effectively managed and transparently reported. The
challenge for financial services firms is to find a way to handle reporting
effectively, as per compliance, and efficiently at an acceptable cost.
The challenges they face are:
•
•
•
•

Strengthening risk governance and infrastructure
Building a robust and flexible enterprise data warehouse
Improving stress scenario capabilities
Advance reporting system covering multiple risk regulatory reporting

WHY Us?
•

Size, Scale and History Delivering solutions for global
enterprises from offices and
development centers on four
continents.

•

Solutions for the Digital
Age - Evolve the core to drive
efficiency, agility and value; Go
digital to engage customers,
discover new insights and
create a more connected
enterprise.

•

“Customer for Life”
Philosophy - Focus on worldclass customer service with the
agility to meet changing client
needs

•

Investing in Excellence Sustained investments in
world-class facilities, domain
expertise, IP-based solutions,
tools and accelerators

•

Integrated IT and KPO Tight technology and process
alignment; industry and
domain-focused solutions

Solution
Atos Syntel has developed an all round solution to cater to all the reporting needs of
financial companies and help them overcome the challenges the face in their daily
operations. Our offering helps them with:
• Integrated Data Management: Regulatory reporting is core to data management. Through
our Integrated Data Management framework, we assist them to standardize, refine, and
aggregate data across all client systems for efficient reporting.
• Metadata Management: Provides a view into the flow of data, the ability to perform impact
analysis, a common business vocabulary, and accountability for its terms and definitions,
and finally an audit trail for compliance.
• Flexible Reporting powered by Axiom: Atos Syntel has an alliance with AxiomSL, a
leading regulatory reporting firm, to provide a reporting platform for flexible and seamless
preparation of regulatory reports using existing client database.
• Integrated Case Management: Atos Syntel’s case management solution, powered by
Pega, helps streamline, standardize, and automate exceptions and investigations globally.
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Business Benefits
• Customized dashboard for data quality and alert mechanism aid exception management
• Atos Syntel’s data assure automates and expedites data comparison and extraction of
heterogeneous data sources
• It reports detailed data difference irrespective of the underlying database product family
and improves efficiency by 40%
• D-Flect enables seamless comparison of reports and increases efficiency by 30%

SOLUTION
HIGHLIGHTS
• Reporting platform and
techno domain experts
• Enable global institutions
to manage all aspects
of compliance and
regulatory reporting
• 80% cost reduction
and 12% faster case
resolution using case
management framework
• Fully automates source
data integration, loading,
and report production
environment
• Enable the client to
analyze each report at
granular level
• Create report within
minutes with accuracy
and adhering to
regulatory requirements
• Holistic knowledge of
the latest developments
in the risk regulatory
world

About Us
Atos Syntel is a leading global provider of integrated information technology and knowledge process services. Atos Syntel
helps global enterprises evolve the core by leveraging automation, scaled agile and cloud platforms to build efficient
application development and management, testing and infrastructure solutions. Our digital services enable companies to
engage customers, discover new insights through analytics, and create a more connected enterprise through the internet
of things. Our "Customer for Life" philosophy builds collaborative partnerships and creates long-term client value by
investing in IP, solutions and industry-focused delivery teams with deep domain knowledge.
To learn more, visit us at: www.atos-syntel.net
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